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Udder Care

Hexter farm: quick look

Number of cows: 195 Holstein Friesian cows

Farm size: 76 hectares 

Number of Lely Astronaut A4s: 3

Number of Lely Luna cow brushes: 1



Hexter farm overview
Efficient milk production
Since June 2015, when the system was installed, the daily 
average milk production for each cow has been 25 litres of 
milk. 50% of the herd is currently milking more than twice a 
day and taking approximately 6 minutes which includes pre-
milk and post-milk treatments. Due to the milking system 
working 24/7  the Hexter’s can schedule their dairy routines 
on their terms.  

Advanced T4C management system 
The T4C management system has been helpful to Mark 
Hexter in determining the health and well-being of his herd. 
From a quick glimpse of the screen, Mark can check many 
factors including; udder health, rumination, milk quality, 
milk production, heat detection, milking visits and time 
between milkings, feed intake and much more!

Feed driven ABC grazing system 
The grazing systems let the cows move from block to block 
(A, B, C) at their leisure. The system is feed driven, as cows 
are rewarded with fresh pasture and supplementary feed in 
the robot cubicle. The cows are given a new pasture block 
every 8 hours; one being close to midnight to encourage 
night utilisation of the robots. It's a 24/7 system.  
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A chat with 
Mark Hexter 

Mark Hexter leases his parents 76 hectare dairy farm 
between Gordonton and Morrinsville and since installing 
the 3 Lely Astronaut A4 robotic milking system 5 months 
ago, has been experience a whole new realm of dairy 
farming. 

Mark has always been interested in robotics and was a 
little surprised when his father agreed to let him convert 
their 26 aside Herringbone shed to a Lely robotic milking 
system. But is more than surprised with the extra time he 
now has to pursue his passion for sports, fishing, surfing 
and photography. 

Currently milking 195 pedigree Holstein Friesian cows with 
over 50 years breeding history through 3 Lely Astronaut 
A4 Mark states that the driving factor behind changing to 
robotics was he wanted to commence a winter milking plan 
and “I didn’t want to milk all year-round. Labour is trained, 
and then they leave so the Astronaut completely knocked 
that problem out”. Mark can now easily reap the benefits 
of milking 365 days year, without having to do any physical 
milking, or worrying over staffing issues.

Thanks to the T4C management system Mark is alerted 
when a cow may have a health issue, such as lameness, “if 
a cow has an issue, it’s usually the cow that hasn’t left the 
paddock to be milked for around 12 hours. I can now see 
which cow it is and treat the issues on a per cow basis”. 
This means Mark can now treat cows as individuals, instead 
of a whole herd and in turn means less money on vet bills 
and drugs to treat health issues. The Lely T4C management 
system has also shown Mark his key producers within the 
herd which he states “has been surprising. Hold over cows I 
thought weren’t producing are in-fact producing 20 litres, 
so the system has stopped us sending good producing cows 
to the works as culls”.

T4C herd has also given Mark the ability to monitor individual 
cow’s production, Somatic Cell Count (SCC), and has even 

enabled him to save on milk powder costs by diverting 
colostrum and antibiotic milk to feed his replacement heifer 
calves. “I’ve noticed every cows SCC naturally rises and falls, 
and the Astronaut automatically diverts this milk. So now 
I can feed my calves this milk, without having to buy milk 
powder”. The Lely T4C management system collects and 
records all the data provided by the Lely Astronaut robots 
through their many sensors.  It analyses and presents only 
clear and useful information.

The Lely Astronaut has also allowed Mark to introduce 
winter milking on-farm, a new venture for the Hexter family 
and after only 5 months into the new milking system the 
cows are well adjusted and producing well. “… heifers were 
synchronised to go through with the herd, as one mob, and 
they learnt to use the robots off the experienced cows… it 
only took 2 weeks to train them” says Mark.

For the first time in 12 years on this farm 12 hectares is shut 
up for silage with Mark stating “we’ve never been able to 
do that before”. 

Mark chose Lely because he trusted the name and longevity 
of the Astronaut and Lely as a brand and when asked if he 
had anything else to add about the Astronaut he replied “It 
has loads of benefits. Like how it takes a quarter off when 
the cows finished. The Herringbone system caused teat 
damage and now we don’t have that problem. [Plus the 
Astronaut] cleans the teats and sprays them. It’s a feature 
that I think is really important”.

5 months into milking his cows with the Lely Astronaut A4 
robotic milking system Mark is extremely happy with what 
the Astronaut can do, and that staff are available to support 
when required.


